L A Z PA R K I N G
PreScreen

As we begin to emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic, screening of
potential risks is critical in safely moving the world forward. And
LAZ Parking is ready to do our part, with an innovative new service
that prescreens visitors as they arrive, before they enter a workplace
or venue. Utilizing the Parsons DetectWise™ solutions powered by
Vizsafe’s patented Geoaware technology platform, LAZ Parking
PreScreen offers powerful frontline protection and peace of mind
from health threats to you, your business and your customers or employees.

Arrive with
peace of mind.

[ THE PRESCREEN PROCESS* ]
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Before visitors arrive at their destination, they will need to download a
free app for user authentication and complete a short questionnaire.
Once they arrive, they will park their vehicles and be instructed to visit
a touchless screening kiosk. A PreScreen Squad member will greet
the visitor and can assist as they scan the QR from the app and use
the scanner that monitors real-time health symptoms. If they pass
the health check at this checkpoint, they will be cleared to proceed to
their destination.
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*All descriptions and depictions provided herein are for marketing purposes only, as the actual services provided and procedures followed by LAZ Parking will be agreed to by
LAZ Parking and the client on an individualized basis. LAZ expressly disclaims liability resulting from any failure to follow marketing materials.

[ AN ADVANCED SCREENING SYSTEM ]
RAPID ONSITE FIRST LEVEL SCREENING
The first step in the PreScreen process allows our PreScreen Squad
to quickly evaluate visitors’ risk level and assign them one of two
status options:

SCREENING METHODS
LAZ Parking PreScreen
utilizes the latest, most
accurate COVID-19 screening
and detection methods.

Fail: Visitor has a temperature higher than an agreed maximum
Proceed: Visitor’s temperature is within an acceptable range and
they can proceed to next screening step
PHONE APP OR WEB-BASED TOOL
This allows the LAZ PreScreen Squad to look up visitors’ current
pass status, print or issue passes, or enter basic ID information
for new visitors.
PRINTED OR ELECTRONIC PASS
Customers who pass all screening steps are issued an electronic QR code
that is good for a specified period of time. This allows them entry into the
facility.
COMPLIANCE
We will work with our Clients to ensure that LAZ PreScreen process meets
business needs, CDC and other government safety recommendations in
light of COVID-19, and applicable law.

LAZ is proud to partner with Parsons, VizSafe and USHealthyWork
USHealthyWork is a leading medical consultancy group that provides
expert advice and evidence-based guidance to help businesses,
schools, and organizations safely return from the COVID-19 pandemic.
USHealthyWork was consulted and has approved the LAZ PreScreen
screening protocols and health questionnaire. Learn more about
USHealthyWork at ushealthywork.com.

For more information, visit www.lazparking.com

Contactless
Thermometers
provide a quick way to
immediately gauge health
upon arrival.

Questions
PreScreen Squad are on-site
to answer any questions your
visitors might have. They are
fully trained in both the App
and kiosk technologies.

